
 

Bardaasht 720p in hindi dubbed movie Bardaasht is a remake of a Bollywood blockbuster, “Tum Mile” that was also shot in the same language. The story is set in scenic Himachal Pradesh and features a love triangle. The story revolves around the relationship between three people who have their own secrets to hide – Aisha (Dia Mirza), her lover Rahul (Arjun Rampal) and her husband Kabir (Jackie
Shroff). When an uninvited guest enters their lives, Aisha has to choose between Kabir, Rahul and herself. And if she chooses wrong, she risks losing all three of them. The film was shot in 3 different cities - Shimla and Dharamshala in Himachal Pradesh and Mumbai, and it boasts of several breathtaking locations. The music is by Pritam, while the lyrics are by Sameer. Bardaasht is a story about true
love and betrayal, friendship and trust, which is set against the backdrop of some of the most beautiful locations in India. The story revolves around Aisha (Dia Mirza), her lover Rahul (Arjun Rampal) and her husband Kabir (Jackie Shroff). When an uninvited guest enters their lives, Aisha has to choose between Kabir, Rahul and herself. And if she chooses wrong, she risks losing all three of them.
The trailer of the film shows Jackie Shroff as Kabir. According to the official site, Jackie Shroff was replaced by Arjun Rampal because "The actor who originally played the role was busy with other productions like ‘Kuch Kuch Hota Hai’ and ‘Ferrari Ki Sawaari’". The movie was released on 14 April 2008 at a premiere ceremony held at JW Mariott Hotel in Mumbai. Also, the film had good
openings.

Bardaasht is a love triangle story of Aisha (Dia Mirza), her lover Rahul (Arjun Rampal) and her husband Kabir (Jackie Shroff). When an uninvited guest enters their lives, Aisha has to choose between Kabir, Rahul and herself. And if she chooses wrong, she risks losing all three of them. The soundtrack was composed by Pritam with lyrics by Sameer. The album consists of five tracks: three originals
and two remixes (the first one mixed by DJ Suketu and the second one by DJ Toshi). http://www.bollywoodhungama.com/movie/photos/bardaasht-stills/?id=100640 http://www.bollywoodhungama.com/movie/photos/_bardaasht-stills/?id=100639 http://www.bollywoodhungama.com/movie/photos/_bardaasht-stills/?id=100638
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